ACROSS THE TAKLA MAKAN DESERT
Mya and the Last "Gobi"
The next day we reached a prosperous village where
apricots, sour milk, rolls and quarters of meat were dis-
played in front of the booths in the shaded street. We found
the inn very clean. The Turki notabilities of the oasis,
wearing the silk chapan, caxne and paid their compliments,
but it was not, apparently, altogether on our account that
they put themselves about, for they had the doors at either
end of the crowded courtyard locked and proceeded to get
on with what seemed, as far as I could make out, to be a
count of the cattle belonging to the men thus penned in.
It was only with the greatest difficulty I got permission to
have the doors opened for our camels to be led out to
pasture. Being Tsaidam beasts they did not realize that the
cut lucerne grass we had offered them was edible.
Three days5 journey and, according to Aziz's account, a
terrible desert still lay between us and Kenya, the big town
where we were to change our caravan. We left the shaded
road with regret and then we came to a delta of gravel before
striking the burning waste. For hours we escaladed waves of
sand on which the trail could barely be made out. A cart,
the first we had seen since Tangar, was drawn up at one
point. The owner lay sleeping in its shadow while waiting
for his beast to eat a bundle of straw.
Hour after hour one's eyes went on searching, but nothing
appeared except some little donkeys being beaten by their
masters. These latter wore a smock of coarse white cotton
tied round the waist with a scarf. The dryness of the atmos-
phere created optical delusions, I thought I saw a rocky
mountain chain on the horizon, and suddenly I was beside a
pile of dark cases on which a man lay asleep, waiting doubt-
less for new animals to come up and be loaded. Further on,
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